COTJNCIL WORK MINUTES
ocToBER 6.2021
The City Council held a meeting on Wednesday, October 6, 2021, at 5:30 p.m. in the City
Council Chambers, 10 North Main Street, Cedm City, Utah.

MEMBERS PRESENT: Mayor Maile Wilson Edwards; Councilmembers: Ron Adams;
Terri Hartley; Craig Isom; W. Tyler Melling; Scott Phillips
STAFF PRESENT: City Attorney Tylff Romeril; City Recorder Renon Savage; Finance
Director Jason Norris; City Engineer Jonathan Stathis; Police Chief Darin Adams; Fire Chief
Mike Phillips; Fleet Manager Corey Childs; City Planner Don Boudreau; Leisure Services
Director Ken Nielson.
OTHERS PRESENT: Nicolette Chiaramonte, Cole Chiaramonte, Laura Henderson,
Lorayne Russo, Richard A. Russo, Tiger Funk, Randal Cagle, Jane Hawkes, Tim Watson,
Rob O'Brien, Mike Platt, Roger Thomas, Derek Morton, Reed Erickson, Carter Wilkey, Teri
Kenney, Jason Valentine, Wendy Green, Dallas Buckner, Kerry Fain, Alyssa Fain, Garth O
Green.

CALL TO ORDER: Councilmember Isom

gave the invocation; the pledge was led by

Councilmember Hartley.

AGENDA ORDER APPROVAL: Councilmember Isom moved to approve the agenda
order; second by Councilmember Hartley; vote unanimous.

ADMINISTRATION AGENDA - MAYOR AND COI]NC IL BUSINESS: STAFF
COMMENTS: rPhillips - we transitioned form Summer to Fall, thanks and gratitude to

Parks and Leisure Services fbr taking care ofparks and flowers on Main Street and the
cemetery & ballfields. I want to thank them for keeping the ballfields looking good for all the
toumaments. Acknowledgement that the past 18 months have been hard for police
departrnents, crime has risen in every sector. We have been fortunate to keep almost all areas
down other than homicide. Our officers do a wonderful job, they keep us well and safe.
Shout out to the Fire Department and Police Department for all they do. Condolences to one
ofour street deparftnents employees whose spouse passed away, we are behind him at this
difficult time. And I would like someone look into the streetlights on 100 West, they are
mostly historical street lights by Evan's Cosmetology, the parking structure, and behind the
Leavitt building, there are 4 or 5 ofthem out. rHartley - thank you to Scott for heading up
the decorations in the Downtown. rMayor - a few things to make you aware of, through the

flooding season the Fire Department worked with Washington County Emergency
Management and the County assessing private property damage, engineering, public works
and private damage for the State Emergency Management to be able to submit to FEMA.
They took a few millions ofpublic improvements out after the hurricanes on the east coast.
We were denied any FEMA ror public or private infrastructure. We continued to look for
other options for both public and private, the city applied for a matching gratt, T5Vo paid
from the grant for Coal Creek rehabilitation. The latest one we got word on is the Small
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will provide low interest loans to businesses and private
individuals, there are qualifring aspects, the interest rate is from about lYo to 3Yo paid ovr,
Business Administration, they

30 years. It is a great thing for any residents or businesses that the resource is available.
There is information on the city website about the application that must be done by

November 30th, we will put it in next month's newsletter. That is something to let your
contacts know that it is a potential avenue for them to rebuild. They can also do mitigation
and includes private property. rGeneral Plan Update. Don Boudreau - this is an ongoing
General Plan process. The initiative is a 5-phase process, initiation, consultant, website have
been implemented. Second phase is the assessment, the needs and wants of the community
and where the community wants to go. We had 500 responses to the survey and included the
2050 survey. The third is drafting the plan, that is where we are, we are up to 15 chapters,
trails, parks, land use, etc. the consultant is hoping to have it go public soon. They are
looking to give a presentation next week. By October 26th lu open house for the public to get
the maps out and let people look and tell us what they tl.ink. This would get us to the
Planning Commission for the 16th of November and to City Council the first part of
December. Mayor - do we have a time and location for the open house? Don - I don't have
that now. Mayor - we will have it next week. Phillips - we need to have adequate time for
the public to plan to be there.

PUBLIC COMMENTS: rKerry Fain, YETI - I am asking for help coming up. We have
been offered to build an indoor skating rink for the community. We have started plans and
have put money on the building, we are working with JeffBurgess. There will have to be
some re-subdividing, that will come to the City soon, we hope to expedite so we can get it up
and running next season. We will also add indoor batting cages. We want to keep it
affordable for the community and youth. It will be handed over to the local non-profit. I want
to express gratitude over the years for working with the City staff and council mernbers how
great you have been to us and how you have looked out for us, and I really appreciate it. We
would like a little help in expediting. Hartley - thank you fcr all of your hard work. Phillips
- welcome back. On this proposed project there will be ar ice rink, will there also be
hockey? Kerry - Yes, full size NHL regulation, it will havc ',he full building surrounding it
and we are talking about adding a few shops around it for new and used equipment shop, I
think they have about 85 acres, they are really looking to develop it. I think 300 home lots
there as well. The lots have been bought from other developers that are looking to get homes
in there as soon as possible. We are expanding everywhere, we looked at the community
everywhere, we want to be surrounded by homes where the kids can reach us, and it is only 5
minutes from city center. We have had local businesses reach out to us already, Garth &
Mike Green have pledged to help some, Kadin lmlay of Imlay Plumbing, Kasey Jones of Big
4 Development, True Grit Concrete have all reached out to help out and be ready for next
year. Phillips - we look forward to it progressing. Kerry - it will boarder the current
residential neighborhood. Melling - you are looking to next year? Kerry - yes, we are 24
weeks out for the building. We are looking for a Zamboni' Melling - will you be ok this
season? Kerry - yes, we will be back to Woods Ranch so the kids can continue. Mayor - do
you know the time frame for when it will start coming through? Kerry - they will do
paperwork next week, they said it can take I to 2 months. Once we get the location we can
continue, we hope to break ground in the spring. rRich r{usso, 2181 West 2875 North,
we had a large flood with about 2 feet of silt in the subdivision. I want to
Flying L phase

l.
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commend the City's Public Works crews in removing all the sediment, I estimate 100 dump
truck loads, every day for 6 weeks they have been working. Also, to Public Works and City
Engineers a few maintenance items that need to be addressed. At the northeast comer ofthe
subdivision, where the irrigation cannel goes under 3000 North there was some erosion that
cut back from the head wall of the culvert going toward the park. A telephone box has
collapsed into the ditch and that needs to be fixed. Secondly, as a result of the sediment all
sideroad ditches were silted in. Pu$lic Works has rernoved the silt, but the drains have not
been cleared. I realize it is h(,rylec wners responsibility, but they are silted up, is there
something the City can do to alleviate the situation? Mayor - we are working with the county
on some maintenance agreements, we will work with the County on the different items.
rJerry Munson, I live on 3000 I had about 4 feet of water and got 24'36 inches of silt

-

everywhere, I have had a guy there for 4 weeks, the County is moving ours. I want to give
them a thanks. we will have that proposal for across the street, what are we going to do about
the water. The County said we have to cut the road, Adams told them they camot cut the
road. They didn't have a pump, it wouldn't run. We need some kind of drainage on the other
sitle of thi road, does thai take part in this other deal? Phillips - ifthe project is approved, it
will be up to the developer to put proper drainage on their side. I don't know how that works
o, yo* rid"; it is a county area. Jerry - we have to get the water out. Dan spent all night
getting the water out. I lived in Vegas when they had a flood. We need to try and do
io-.tiing. No one offered me anything, I am paying for everything. Thanks for-wtat the
City did J'o. phillips - I hope when the agreement is done it will address some of the
concems. Jerry - they need to go under the road, it was someone from the county. Mayor
on an
the City in connection with tne County and the Water Conservancy District is working
MOU ior NRCS Grant to locl at, especially from the County perspective to take the water
from coal creek north and get proper flood measurers in and it would drastically impact
everything. Jerry - I have bieo he.e 17 yeurr and have seen it at the top ofthe ditch. We_
to pripur" u tittt" tit. Dan Jessen, iron County Auditor - the grant with NRCS is a Coal
then we
Creek Lower Drainage, when it is done will be a better plan and information and
general
proposed,
in
tlle
I
figure out how to pulii into action. From the County side
lnd the
Ciunty Engineo is in control of flooding, he has a small budget, Curtis DeMille works to
proposed an
clean the di-tches. I proposed to create an enterprise fund for stomr drain. I also
impact fee for storm drain in the County so as new lots are built in the County we can collect
foi infrastructure. Those are in process. I said we could have a service fee and about got
strung up. This illustrates to have a really good working relationship with the City and
Corr:ty.if tnir ir annexed you will have the City downhill from the County, how does the
City pian for storm drain when thc County is upstream. rRich Russo 2181 West 2875 North
where the irrigation channel
- t noticea at the south of3000 there is ajunction on coal creek There_are
I.beams and are
goes north and it appears that the major area goes to the Airport.
;locking the channeis toward the Airport. Was that in place when the flooding occurred, on
who
the easiside of Airport Road. Jonathan - that is controlled by coal creek Irrigation.
conEol
has control, why was it not opened up? Tyler - you would have to talk to thern, they
We
entity.
separate
ttra. ir.igutioo .ystern. fuch - the ciiy takes no control. Tyler - it is a
don,t haie a say and they don't want us to have a say. It is a good time to have the
conversation. ihillips --you bring up a good point. If we have cooperation between the_City
we have
and county, we also need their cooperation. Reed Ericksoq Iron county Planner system
irrigation
over
control
have
been doing that recently. why doesn't the county or city

-

n"i
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and flood gates for flooding. The irrigation companies are in control of their ditches and
have had an arrangement that they would take what wat,x cccurs because there was more
farming, and they disbursed the flooding. As time went on and we are more channelized, it is
an evolution of trrying to figure out as development occurs, we need resources to figure out

what we do with that water that was in the irrigation system. Now with summer storms they
are full of irrigation water. We are working with the irrigation companies and have mapped
their ditches and trying to find what are best used for flooding. They don't have capacity;
they are designed for irrigation water and there is no room for flood water. Those are
challenges we face. We were on a call for 2 hours on irrigation in the Parowan area today.
We are doing that in Cedar also. Irrigation ditches we get requests almost weekly to fill in
irrigation ditches, we tell them we don't want that until we find if they are useable for flood
structures, but the irrigation companies don't use those anymore so we as a County are trying
to figure if we want responsibility for flood channels. We are working through the concerns,
and it is evolving.

CONSIDER L OCAL CONSENT FOR EDIE LLC DBA PASTRY PUB. NICOLETTE
CHIARAMONTE/CHIEFADAMS: Cole and Nikki Chiaramonte, new owner of Pastry
Pub. We are looking for local consent for beer and wine lice,rse. Phillips have you made
application to the State? we are waiting for local consent. chief Adams - the background is
squeaky clean. Phillips - you were very busy last weekend, good on you. Consent.
CONSIDER APPROVING THE FINAL PLAT FOR CEDAR BEND PHASE 5 PUD.
PLATT & PLATT/TYLER ROMERIL: Mike Platt, Platt & Platt - this is phase 5 and will
complete the project. Phillips - what is going in the triangle? Mike open space, I don't
know what is going in. The developer has some ideas, but I don't know yet. phillips - I get

weekly emails fiustrated about the parking out there and the spaces being taken up by the
construction workers. will you pass that along to the developers. Mike - when construction
is done, I think it will be a lot easier to move around. Hartley what is the length of the
driveways? Mike - I think 18.5 feet. Phillips - this is vested under the old pUD? Tylerwhen did it go to Planning Commission? Mike - last spring. Tyler - yes, it is. I have
communication from the bank the letter of credit is coming, all other things are done.
Hartley - will the detention pond be finished with grass? Mike that was designed with
phase 1 that we did not do. I don't know what they are linirg it with, I assume rip rap or
grass.

CONSID ERAPPROVIN G A ROAD DEDIC ATION LOCATED AT 1600 SOUTH
77OO WEST. IRON COUNTYiREED ERICKSON: Reed Erickson, Iron County
- I want
to thank you for consideration. This is a good example ofworking together. This is also the
west side of Quichap4 Vandenberg on the south HWY 56 on the north. We acquired a66, of
right-of-way, the city has wells and own a mile stretch. we quit claim from property owners.
Because this is public property they can't dispose, so we ask as a road dedication, so it is a
dedicated roadway without having to dispose and make it a county road and chip seal it. we
hoped to have it don't this year, but there have been delays. phillips will chip seal be the
entire length? Reed - Yes, it is from Hwy 56 to 2000 South already, it is 66' wide. We
acquired most of thc rest, just missing a few sections, this is one of them. Melling is this
the belt route? No, that is on the east side. Consent.
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CONSIDER VICINITY Pt ,AN FORTHE RED HAWK SUBDTVISION LOCATED
AT APPROXMATELY 12OO NORTII LUND IIIGHWAY. GO CTVIL/DON
BOUDREAU: Dallas Buckner , Go Civil - this is phases I through 3, Lund is on the east
side, across from Airport. It is zoned R-2-2. Twin home size lots, phases 2 and 3 are the R-2I size lots. A portion zoned I&M-l, a 300-foot buffer, parcel I is for future commercial use.
Planning Commission gave a favorable recommendation. We have a few parcels #11 and
#83 shown as future parks, most likely privately owned. There is a master planned trail along
the irrigation for future uses. Phillips - is it a private canal? Dallas - this is an irrigation
ditch below gade. There is a City master planned trail so I think there will be trture ditch.
Phillips - the property next to Lund Hwy, is it planned commercial or I&M? Dallas - there
is a 300' buffer already zoned I&M, this parcel is not owned by the developer. There is also
existing commercial on the wbst side of Lund. Jonathan - one issue came up was the second
access. Dallas - we are above the 80 units, Equestrian Pointe is located there, we showed a
stub road, the developer is working with Equestrian Pointe, or the other option is to extend to
3700 West. We recognize we will have to have secondary access as it builds out. We might
have to reconfigure the roads a little, but overall lots will not increase, that is why the
developer decided to go throrrgh the 3 phases. There could be reconfiguration on phase 3
depending on the secondary acccss. Consent

TION PETITI ON TO ANNEX
INGTHE ONADO
CONSIDERACC
40.02 ACRES LOCATED AT APPROXIMATELY 2I7 5WE ST 3350 NORTII. GO
CIVIL/TYL ER ROMERIL: Dallas Buckner, Go Civil - this is the 40 acres that is within
the City annexation boundary. Because of the change in State Law, we have been in meeting
with Tyler, Don and the County to get a check list ofwhat needs to be done. This is the
petition.
you will not be voting next week to annex, only accept the petition. This is to make
sure Staie Law requires, the petition, the owner, the map, designated sponsor ofwho to
contact with questions. Staffreceived the petition on September 21$, it meets the ordinance,
we are bringing this for acceptance. Once that is done the City will send notice for the
protest period, people will get something in the mail. There will be notice. State law states
who legally can protest an arutexation. Phillips - all we ale going to do is accept the, petition
for theirotess to begin for nJice for annexation. Mayor - what is the timeline. Tyler - the
protest period is 30 days; we arr: looking to close that in the middle of November and then it
will come to city council for fr.[ther hearings. Phillips - what if the council didn't accept
the petition? Tyler - it would end the process.

Tyler

-

Randy Cagle - will the City be requiring a pre annexation agteement with the Developer?
Tyler- wJ didn't the first time around. I have been with the city over 5 years, and we have
not required that. Randy - I met with Reed Erickson he said it is optional. I would encourage
the City to require a pre annexation agreernent or delay until the master plan is updated. You
know ihe residents are concemed with the present master plan density. It still has to go the
County for approval. Tyler - if there is a legal process filed it goes to the County Boundary
Commission. Reed - that is a question that is not answered at the County. It creates a
peninsula, the county did that at one point and reviewed it, there is a question if we have to
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it again since the process has changed and other information is available. The County is
determining if they want to do that. Tyler - on the City side we assumed since you agreed on
that previously that is why it was brought forward. Mayor - when will they make up their
mind? Reed - I don't know. We haven't had a lot of discussion. I talked with the attomey
office and staff about it. We don't have an obligation to reconsider it, they are looking to see
if it would be beneficial. Mayor - can we have clarificatiorr by yesterday? Reed - we will by
your meeting next week. Tyler - if that occurs, we won't start the protest period. Reed - that
do

is one of the challenges, there is no place in the statute tirat says when the County does that.
Do we do it early on or wait for a public process. It is hard for the County, that is why they
are reconsidering in light of flooding, development, interest in adjacent property to the west
and northwest of this. A lot has come to light since the County acted the first time. Mayoris the discussion to possible reconsider be on the commission meeting? Reed - it is not on
the agenda; it will be under staffdiscussion. Randy - since a new process I would think they
would want to hear it. I still think it would be better to wait for the new General Plan.

PUBLIC HEARING TO CONSIDER G RANTING SUU A UTILITY EASEMENT
3OO WEST AT APPROXIMA TELY 36 NORTH. TIGER FUNK/TYLER
ROMERIL: T iger Funk, SUU - SUU is seeking an underground utility easernent under 300

ACROSS

west at approximately 40 north to extend the medium voltage systan for campus, future
electrical for the renaissance block. We got a favorable nod.from the Sketch and Planning
Commission, we submitted a draft easement to Tyler and it is under review. Tyler - I
reviewed it and it looks good. Jonathan - we reviewed the legal and it is good. Phillips - is
there an existing easement in the area? Tiger - no, we want to do a bore at about 20 feet and
be below city utilities. Phillips - will this happen soon? liger - we would like to get under
the road this fall. Hartley - will there be any disruption to our road? Tiger - no disruption,
the University o$ns property on both sides, we will begin well offthe roadway, Jonathan and
JeffHunter feel there will be not issues.

Mayor Edwards opened the public hearing. Having no comments, the hearing closed.
Consent.

PTIBLIC HEARJNG TO CONSIDER AI\ ORDINANCE AMENDING THE ZONE
FROM ANNEX TRANSITION (AD TO R-l RESIDENTIAL ON PROPERTY
LOCATED AT 3359 HIDDEN HIL LS DRIVE. WATSON ENG./TYLER ROMERIL:
Tim Watson, Watson Engineering - we are requesting a rezone for property annexed in 2005,
about 10 acres, it is surrounded by Hidden Hills and Armbrust property, Lynn Elliott on the
north side. This is south ofthe hilltops. Isom - what is on the property? Tim - one home,
Mr. Pittman wants to create a few large lots and it will marimize the lots that can come off
WesMew. It will be a City subdivision. Hartley - will this attach the road over the hill? Tim
- No. this is about 4 lots from Hidden Hills. He will have about 6.5 acres remaining.
Mayor Edwards opened the public hearing. There were no comments. The hearing closed.

PUBLIC HEARJNG TO CONSIDER AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE ZONE
FROM DWELLING MULTIPLE T'NIT (R-3-M) TO STUDENT HOUSING
DISTRICT (SHD) ON PROPERTY LOCATED AT 392 SOUTH 3OO WEST. BEN
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ALEXANDER/WOOD ENGJTYLER ROMERIL: Jonathan - the engineer may not have
known it was on the agenda. They are proposing the zone change from R-3-M to SHD on one
lot. Tyler - the plan was to put in a duplex. Phillips - I drove by it today; it is too small. The
zone was not for spot zoning, and I don't feel it fits the mandate. I know it doesn't address
size oflot or number oflots. I feel it is cutting our city to pieces. I am not in favor at all.
Adams - we selected all the R-3 properties and left R-2 and R-l properties out to protect the
homeowners. That will be the issue on this. It sets inside the SHD boundaries we established.
Melling - it is already R-3-M, what is it about SHD not in R-3-M? Tyler - parking. It was a
heated discussion, there were engineering studies done, if the council wants that done again,
we can do that. Melling - I am not a favor of onpty asphalt; in some areas we have a lot of
that in some areas not. Philips - it will offer minor relief, but negatively impact residents of
the area. If it was a large are4 you could say it would have an effect, but a duplex will
provide you 4 people if married people, that is very minor.
Mayor Edwards opened the public hearing. Laura Henderson - it is a 2 story with potential
for iesidents in the basement, ^te wanted to lower the parking. I told the gentleman it was a
tiny lot, if they do tum the basement into a resident how will they have enough parking since
they say it is a duplex. We talked about impacts to street parking that will also happen a few
it
houses down. vtaybe to assist with student housing, if someone buys a section ofproperties
makes more sense, instead ofpick one here and there. It is geared to married housing' The
a
owners were SUU students and could not find housing, so it was their dream to create
duplex for two married couples. Reed Erickson, property owner to the north of this
property, I mentioned a few things that I would like to reiterate. Two items, first I applaud
tt ut yo" identified a general area for student housing and being partners with_the
it
"^City
U*versity, I don't find fault in that, it is good planning. The challenge I have leamed over
when it comes to
35 years,'having a goal and idea and policy and general plan is really nice,
implementation-it difficult in tr)'ing to write an ordinance and foresee the future' One area
of'*e.t ress in ttre approach is noi considering, to consider reduction in parking it needs to
North or
be across u larg". nu-ber of units, like the Leavitt's on 300 west, the one on 200
that 25%
the one a few i-ots down. when you have a small lot with 4-8 units, the likelihood
will not have a second unit is nol there. The .75 works over a large number of uniS. We have
cannot park
one problem in the neighborhood now, it is parking. I have had more days that I
years. it
in frint ofmy house thL days I can. It is a challenge and you have heard it over the
you
rezone
is easily applicable on a large scale. To say a duplex, we don't know that. When
prop".ty, you ao it for the potential of anything in that zone, things change. You may fit a
g"t ulong; they can do that in the R-3 now. To have 50 feet tall with no setback
hupt"*
in that space is not a nice thing to do to the neighbors being so close
-d th" n*ribo of units
to be
and high on a small parcel. Try io make this student housing density work, but it ne€ds
on a lige enough mass to make it work. Second, related to the general plan speciffing a
designaiion, you will hear from your attorney to zone what the General Plan states to zone
for.'I will alio add that there is no requirement to do that either. Right now, it is not in
compliance with the General Plan. It is clear to say it is not best intelest of the neighbors
did
because ofparking and impact' You can say no as easy as you can say yes' Melling you .uy *" doo't ieed to have a General Plan desigpation for a parcel? Reed - no, it is thrc
in
application and how to you transition it. You can't blanket say it is in all places where it is
the master plan. Isom - during Planning Commission you told us of other houses in the

i

*t
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neighborhood with sigrrificant parking contributors in the neighborhood? Reed - Correct, I
am one of the only ones, other than the Bensons across the street and one other until you get
to Scotts houses that is a single family home. One is girls auoss the street, but boys are there
all the time, there is a lot of traffic. The hearing closed.

PI]BLIC HEARIN G TO CONSIDER AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE
GENERAL PLAN FROM COMMERCIAL TO BUSINESS AND LIGHT
MANUFACTURING ON PROPERTY LOCATED AT 3OOO WEST IIIGIIWAY 56.
GO CTVIL/TYLER ROMERIL: Dallas Buckner, Go Civil - this is a General Plan
amendment and zone change is the next itern. Triangle prolerty offHwy-56. They are
requesting I&M-l, everything to the west is already I&lr!..1. It is not a spot zone, it is broken
up by commercial by the channel. Phillips - how far does .l"e I&M go to the west? Dallas several parcels. Hartley - will the access be on Hwy-56? Dallas - that is the plan. There is an
existing driveway off56, we haven't had discussion with UDOT, but that would be the plan,
to bridge over the Quichapa channel would be a challenge. Melling - who owns the other
property? Dallas - The ditch has its own ID parcel, it is the Quichapa channel. Mayor what
is storage container type stufi? Dallas - Ryan Brindley is one of the storage containers, I&MI from storage land use is more applicable than CC, that only allows storage in under 1.5
acre and 7' fence. Storage units, RV parking, anything it the land use zone. I don't have a

layout for this. The property owner prefers I&M over CC zone. Hartley - it is a busy comer,
it may be prime property for a commercial business, but the Quichapa channel hinders that.
Dallas - the RPZ from the runway is about 1/3 can only be open space or agriculture. There
is a decerlt area that can only be open space or agriculture. Hartley - is that before or after
the extension? Dallas - that is after. Jonathan - if you look at the yellow, it is the proposed,
there may have been a misunderstanding, it won't extend to that property. Dallas the RpZ
has strict guidelines, but if revised it wouldn't affect the property. Melling there is no
commercial on Hwy-56, unless we want to build a bridgc over the flood chamel, I think this
makes more sense. We have a commercial corridor on \i,estdew. We show CC in the
General Plan, that should be cleaned up in the General Plan update.

Mayor Edwards opened the public hearing. There were no comments. The hearing closed.

PUBLIC
G TO CONSIDER AN o RDINANCE AMENDING THE ZONE
FROM GENERAL COMMERCIAL (GC) TO INDUSTRJAL & MANUFACTURINGI O&M.l) ON PROPERTY LOCATED AT 3O()O WEST HIGHWAY 56. GO
CML/TYLER ROMERIL: Dallas Buckner, Go Civil - this is the zone change component

of the application.

Mayor Edwards opened the public hearing. There were no comments. The hearing closed

PUBLIC
G TO CONSIDER A RES OLUTION ENTERING A
DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT WITH LtIx URY HOME CONCIERGE INC. ON 74
ACRES OF PR OPER TY LOCATED IN THE VICINI'I Y OF 2901 S. TIPPLE ROAD.
LUXURY HOME CONCIERGE/TYLER ROMERIL: iyler - this is the zone change
approved subject to the City and Developer to enter a development agreernent, it was to bind
3.6 units per acrg a maximum of 269 units. It binds them to only develop R-2-l single family
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housing. That was put in place. I was speaking with Nick the owner, he sent it to his attomey,
they suggested changes to clariff no open space is required, that is correct. There is a section
ifhe does an PUD there is open space. Also, on upsizing the city pays. Part C the city would
allow thern to hook onto our city water and sewer. It is a l0-year agreement recorded with
the land. Ifnot developed in the l0 years, it will be void. Phillips - on open space, I know it
is not required, I would encourage them to put some open space in the project. Tyler - Nick
has plans but didn't want to be borrnd to how much and where' Melling - you mentioned the
l0-year period, does it divert to previous zoning? Tyler - yes.

Mayor Edwards opened the public hearing. Mike Phillips, Fire Departrnent - this falls out of
the ISO 5-mile radius, will be class 9B unprotected, insurance rates will be high until we get
a fire station at the south end of town. Melling - does that come up in seller disclosure.
Tyler - we will have it on the plat, and it should come out at closing. Isom - that will affect
everyone in town? Mike - it can. Melling - is it cumulative? Yes. Melling - can you speak
to th; 3000 North 2300 West? Mike - the west fire station covers that area. Carter Wilkey
I was a licensed insurance agent, that will come out in insurance quoting for a home. Hartley
- the biggest question is the buyer knows that. carter - as a licensed real estate agent that is
not a disclosure requirement, it is a buyer beware State, the information is available. Melling
will be higher? Carter
- at a practical matter, when will someone find out the insurance
quote. That is
get
insurance
you
an
can
some not until they close. tn doing due diligence
list,
it is an alert to
disclosed as part of the purchase ofa home, buyer due diligence check
buyers, and you sigrr thi document. Melling - is the insurance rate factored into the lending?
carter - if there is a loan involved homeowners insurance is required. The hearing closed.

-

-

PUBLI C IIEARING TO CONS ER A RES OLUTION ENTERING ANAMEND ED
DEVELO PMENT AGRE EMENT WITH CII OICE BU ILDERS LLC ON 60 ACRES
2900
2800 s
oF2
VIC
TED II.{
OF PR ERTY
TIPPLE RO AD.CHOIC E BUILD ERS/TYLER ROMERIL: Tim Watson, Watson
Engineering - a few weeks ago I came to you in public comments letting you know this
would be coming. ln addition to what talked about, the biggest modification, inside the

development there is no Parking requlrement for a private recreation center. Itern #5 the
owner Mr. Thomas did some compansons and 250 feet for one stall was comparable and
included. Itern #4 is that the 66' wide at front set back rather than 70 feet in the R-Z-l zone.
Tyler - Drew Jackson looked'at the parking numbers and he was comfortable ofthe I for
eiuy 250 square feet. Melling - any problern with the development agreement and zoning
saying diffeient? Tyler - this;i[ supersede zoning. Phillips - is the 66' all or a percantage?
Tim - it was a percentage, some have smaller frontages than 70 feet, many are 70 feet or
larger, especial-ly in theiouthem portion. We do have the same 3.6 units per acre. Minus the
*" a.e at 2.4 units per acre, with the commercial we are under 2 units per acre'
"oi-".cial
we are far less than the requirements. Mayor - there are the same fire issues. Tim - we will
include language on the final olat.

Mayor Edwards opened the public hearing. There were no comments. The hearing closed.
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CONSIDER SURPLUS AUCTION ITEMS. COR.EY CI{ILDS: Corey Childs, Fleet
Manager - we are now ready to get rid of some of our junk. Most everything is junk on the
list. We need authorization to dispose ofthis. Consent.
CONSIDER A REVISION TO THE CITY ENGINEERING STANDARDS FOR
WATERLINE MATERIALS. JONATHAN STATIIIS: Jonathan Stathis - a few weeks
ago it was brought to City Council for changes to waterline materials, that item was tabled. I
have had discussions with Rob Mitchell, and we have provided some recommendations.
Three materials looked at, ductile Iron, PVC C900 and HDPE. We did a lot of research into
all materials. Continue to allow ductile iron class 350 for all sizes 3 inches and above. Allow
PVC C900 up to 8-inches in diameter with additional inspections. Subdiyision inspection fee
increased from I % to 1.5% of the bond amount. As we looked at it to have a full-time
inspector on site for installation, we felt that needed to be increased. We looked at HDPE
pipe, I took a tour. One of the issues is that it works great at lower pressure, with higher
pressure the wall thickness increases and for an 8-inch pipe'/ou can only get a 100-psi rating
so it limits. We would like to do more research and determine the cost of higher pressure
which would increase pipe size and the valves would have to be larger also. We have a
project we could do a test case of the HDPE pipe. Melling I am pleased we are looking at
this. Ifthat is something doable, the inspect fee helps balance the cost ofquality control. I
think we will have to fine tune, but it is a huge step in the right direction.
Phillips - I have a few questions on the recommendations. Under recommendation #5 the
thrust block needs to be determined and it will take time to write the specifications. If we
don't have that, why put it in the standards until we have it. Jonathan - I need to write it; I
don't have the restraint written. They do make restraints that we could include for the pvc.
Some require fully restrained joints, some don't require blocks, some do, I need to do
research what would be best for our systan. Phillips - ifwe approve this it still needs to be
determined. Jonathan - I can have it ready for next week. Phillips - if we have to factor in a
facility to store the PVC pipe, it may save the developers and cost the city more. I want that
factored in the whole process. #14 the two-year warranty, it could be required, so are we
going to require it or not. We need to say will be requind. .Tonathan I am not sold either
way, this came from ductile iron industry. Phillips - I don't have a problem with it.
Jonathan - if we do a 2 year only on PVC it would take more tracking. Melling - would
ductile iron be ok with a 2-year warranty also? Hartley - I had the same question on the
storage. I appreciate you putting the training in there, everyone would be required to be
trained on the installation, but who trains thon, it doesn't state that. Jonathan - there is
online training and other courses. I can look to see what is available. Hartley - state what
training you want. Melling - with storage, what does that look like now with ductile iron, do
we keep a certain amowrt on stock and how does it compare to PVC. Have we considered the
cost benefit ofthe facility; how much do we need to have on hand? Can we do it like other
blanket contracts. Rob Mitchell - we stock at least 100 feet of each size we have throughout
the City 4 to 20 inches. If we have a blowout in the night, I don't want to be calling supply
stores. We would do the same with C900. Ductile we have in open air, C900 can't be out in
the elements. We would have to build another shed for it. Instead ofjust building a small one,
build one big enough for sizes we allow in the future, right now it is up to 8" but may go up
to 10". Right now, I don't have any storage for it. We coul<l keep 4-5 sticks ofeach and try
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it.

Phillips - on the sand bedding and trench, can anyone give me an idea
of not the inspection time, but cost to the development itself. We hear PVC is cheaper, but it
will cost more to prepare to lay it. Jonathan - I looked at material cost, I met with the
Homebuilders Association, looking at comparable it is about $7 less than ductile iron. In
some cases, they already harz': to import material. If they are in the valley and it is already
sandy type soil, they may not neo-d it. It will depend on the area and the soil. Melling - the
cost of PVC is inflated right n?w; in the future it may be different. Jonathan - traditionally
PVC is about half the cost. Hartley - you recommended a year after we institute, we would
review it, will you have someone assigned to track that? Jonathan - that will be on the
engineering department to keep the information. It will be more how are things going, how
are the contractors doing. We also keep construction notes when we me in the field.
and find a place for

Garth Green - having stored a lot ofpipes, a cantilever pipe rack, ifyou have 4, 5 or 6 sizes
you have a rack and lift it off. Storage can be a lean two over it.

Councilmember Isom moved to adjourn at 7:35 p.m.; second by
Councilmember Hartley; vote unanimous.
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Renon Savage, MMC
City Recorder

